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Abstract The underground nuclear tests by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK)
generated atmospheric infrasound both in 2013 and 2016. Clear detections were made in the Russian
Federation (I45RU) and Japan (I30JP) in 2013 at stations from the International Monitoring System. Both
tropospheric and stratospheric refractions arrived at the stations. In 2016, only a weak return was potentially
observed at I45RU. Data analysis and propagation modeling show that the noise level at the stations and
the stratospheric circumpolar vortex were different in 2016 compared to 2013. As the seismic magnitude of
the 2013 and 2016 nuclear test explosions was comparable, we hypothesize that the 2016 test occurred at
least 1.5 times deeper. In such a case, less seismic energy would couple through the lithosphere-atmosphere
interface, leading to less observable infrasound. Since explosion depth is difficult to estimate from seismic
data alone, this motivates a synergy between seismics and infrasonics.

1. Introduction

Sources of seismic energy in the subsurface can generate low-frequency acoustic waves in the atmosphere,
i.e., infrasound. Examples of such sources are earthquakes and explosions [Donn and Posmentier, 1964]. There
are various mechanisms through which seismic waves in the subsurface can couple to infrasonic waves in
the atmosphere at the lithosphere-atmosphere interface. Previous studies with earthquake recordings have
shown the following: (1) epicentral infrasound, (2) topographical infrasound, and (3) evanescently coupled
infrasound. (1) Epicentral infrasound is the direct coupling of seismic-to-infrasonic energy at the earthquake’s
epicenter, due to the movement of the Earth’s surface [Mutschlecner and Whitaker, 2005]. (2) Topographical
infrasound can be generated away from the epicentral region by the movement of mountain ranges [Le Pichon
et al., 2006] or steep slopes, like a cliff [Green et al., 2009]. Here also, the movement of the Earth’s surface due
to seismic waves is the source of infrasonic waves [Walker et al., 2013]. (3) Evanescently coupled infrasound
has been observed from an earthquake under the ocean. Secondary sources in the water column generated
hydroacoustical waves. The ocean-atmosphere interface became anomalously transparent, since the under-
water source depths were within one acoustic wavelength, generating infrasound in the atmosphere [Evers
et al., 2014].

When a source in the subsurface is capable of generating infrasound, there is no guarantee that the infra-
sound generated will be detected at a distant station. This strongly depends on the source-receiver distance,
the atmospheric winds and temperature, and noise levels at the receiver due to wind and turbulence. In
long-range infrasound propagation, i.e., over distances of more than 100 km, the state of the stratosphere
[Assink et al., 2014; Waxler et al., 2015] and to a lesser extent the thermosphere determine the (un)favorable
conditions for detection.

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) has tested four nuclear devices over the last years (2006,
2009, 2013, and 2016) [Selby, 2010; Wen and Long, 2010]. All four tests took place at the Punggye-ri Nuclear
Test Site in the northeast of the country (see Figure 1). It is a mountainous area, mainly consisting of granite.
Details on the source are listed in Table 1 and are derived with seismic stations from the global International
Monitoring System (IMS). The IMS is in place for the verification of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty.
Next to seismic stations, the IMS also consists of radionuclide, hydroacoustic, and infrasonic measurement
devices [Dahlman et al., 2009]. Recordings from the latter will be used in this study. The closest IMS infrasonic
stations to the Punggye-ri site are in the Russian Federation (I45RU) and Japan (I30JP), as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. (a) Map showing the DPRK’s Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site in the northeast of the country. The IMS infrasound
arrays and their configurations of microbarometers are also shown, being I45RU in the Russian Federation and I30JP in
Japan. Element 2 from I45RU was missing in 2013 and element 3 from I30JP in 2016. (b) Map showing the locations of
the nuclear test at the Punggye-ri site from 2006, 2009, 2013, and 2016. The uncertainty ellipses are also shown, as
derived from IMS seismic recordings (see Table 1 for details).

Table 1. Details From the DPRK’s Nuclear Tests Using the IMS

Time Latitude Longitude Uncertainty Yielda

Dateb (UTC) (deg) (deg) (km2) mb (kt TNT)

2006/10/09 01:35:27.58 41.3119 129.0189 880 4.1 ∼1

2009/05/25 00:54:42.80 41.3110 129.0464 265 4.5 ∼5

2013/02/12 02:57:50.80 41.3005 129.0652 181 4.9 ∼10

2016/01/06 01:30:00.49 41.3039 129.0481 193 4.8 <10
aYield estimates were obtained from NORSAR, as published at http://www.norsar.no/norsar/about-us/News/North-

Korea-nuclear-test-on-6-January-2016, last accessed 2016.01.21.
bDates are formatted as year/month/day.
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Infrasound has not been detected on IMS infrasound stations from the 2006 and 2009 tests. Non-IMS infra-
sound stations will not be considered here [Che et al., 2009]. A suggested fifth test in 2010 is disputed and will
not be discussed, as it would have had a too small yield to be detected with infrasound [Zhang and Wen, 2015].

In this study, it is discussed why infrasound from the 2013 DPRK nuclear test was clearly detected and why the
2016 test left a less clear signature in the atmosphere. Although the source strengths were comparable, the
source depth, the state of the upper atmosphere, and receiver noise levels appear to have played an important
role in the detectability of infrasound. Since the depth of an explosion is difficult to estimate from seismic data
alone [Bowers and Selby, 2009], this motivates a synergy between the seismic and infrasound technologies to
improve on the depth estimation of (nuclear) explosions.

2. Atmospheric Propagation of Infrasound in 2013 and 2016

Infrasound can travel over long ranges, because of its low-frequency contents and since several waveguides
exist in the atmosphere, in which acoustic energy can be trapped. Three waveguides between the Earth’s sur-
face and upper atmosphere exist: (1) The tropospheric waveguide with its upper bound in the tropopause
(∼10 km), caused by the jet stream; winds at a lower level and temperature inversions can also form a tro-
pospheric waveguide; (2) the stratospheric waveguide with its upper limit around the stratopause (∼50 km),
formed by the temperature increase due to the presence of ozone and the circumpolar vortex; and (3) the
thermospheric waveguide from the mesopause (∼90 km) and upward, due to the increase in temperature.
However, infrasonic waves are much attenuated at these altitudes in the highly rarefied atmosphere.

The wind strength and direction, as a function of altitude, make the atmosphere a highly anisotropic medium
for the propagation of infrasound. Typically, infrasound is detected in the downwind direction. The westerly
jet stream near the tropopause directs the infrasound to the east, while the direction of circumpolar vortex
changes direction between the equinoxes. On the Northern Hemisphere, the polar vortex is directed to the
east in winter and west in summer. The summer stratosphere is stable, but in winter planetary waves from
the troposphere can propagate into the stratosphere. Interaction of such waves with the polar vortex can
lead to sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs). Even bidirectional waveguides can be formed under such cir-
cumstances [Assink et al., 2014]. These SSWs occur every winter and can be minor or major. In the latter case,
stratospheric winds reverse and the temperature increases with tens of degrees Celsius in only a few days.
These conditions strongly affect infrasound propagation [Evers and Siegmund, 2009; Evers et al., 2012; Smets
and Evers, 2014].

Infrasonic propagation can be modeled in a high-frequency approach by applying ray tracing. However,
such an approach does not cover full wave effects like scattering and diffraction. Therefore, other methods,
such as the parabolic equation method, are used, which account for full wave phenomena [Collins, 1993].
Inputs necessary for the propagation modeling are atmospheric specifications of density, temperature, and
wind. Especially, the latter two are highly variable as a function of altitude, time, and geographical location.
The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) provides hourly global atmospheric
specifications with a spatial resolution of 0.125∘, up to 0.01 hPa (∼79 km altitude).

Figure 2 shows the ECMWF’s wind and temperature specifications near the stratopause (1.5 hPa or ∼45 km).
In February 2013, there was a well-developed circumpolar vortex around the cold Arctic stratosphere. In con-
trast, in January 2016, the vortex was displaced from its circumpolar trajectory and a warm stratosphere was
present over the area of interest. The eastward vortex, as in 2013, is no longer present, and a mixture of east-
ward and westward wind directions is visible over the area of interest. Such a state of the stratosphere is
formed in the early stages of a SSW. The results on the propagation of these different wind and temperature
conditions, between the years, are shown in Figure 3.

Well-formed tropospheric and stratospheric waveguides are present for I45RU in 2013. Both waveguides exist
due the strong winds near the tropopause and stratopause. Comparing the adiabatic and effective sound
speeds, which takes into account the wind effect, shows that the jet stream and circumpolar vortex, respec-
tively, lead to a downward refracting atmosphere. In 2016, tropospheric and weak stratospheric refractions
are predicted to reach I45RU. The stratospheric paths interact with the troposphere but have a relatively large
transmission loss, due to the weaker vortex. Tropospheric refractions are predicted for I30JP in both 2013 and
2016, which are caused by the jet stream. A weak stratospheric return might be observed in 2013. However,
the partly counteracting circumpolar vortex in 2016 will prevent such a stratospheric refraction. In 2016, the
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Figure 2. The wind and temperature at 1.5 hPa (∼45 km) from ECMWF atmospheric specifications. IMS infrasound
stations are indicated with the black triangles, being I45RU to the north of Punggye-ri (star) and I30JP to the east. The
temperatures are given in (a) 2013/02/12 03:00 UTC and (b) 2016/01/06 02:00 UTC. The wind strength and direction are
shown in (c) 2013 and (d) 2016.

refraction altitude is higher than that in 2013, which leads to a stronger attenuation. Furthermore, the strong
jet stream hardly allows refractions to reach the Earth’s surface. A so-called elevated waveguide has formed.
The transmission losses at each array are given in Table 2.

3. Infrasound Detections of the 2013 and 2016 Tests

Infrasound is measured with arrays of microbarometers (see Figure 1), which are sensitive in the frequency
range of at least 0.02 to 4 Hz. Within this range, small-sized atmospheric nuclear tests of about 1 kt trinitro-
toluene (TNT) can be detected, as these are expected to generate infrasound of 0.1 to 0.2 Hz. Underground
tests can generate higher frequencies in the atmosphere, as the seismic wavefield contains more higher fre-
quencies. The advantage of measuring with arrays is twofold. (1) The noise due to wind and turbulence is
reduced by summing the signals of the individual microbarometers. Those are spaced at such a distance
that the wind field leaves an incoherent pressure field, while the long wave lengths of the infrasound are
coherent. (2) The apparent velocity of the infrasonic wave can be estimated, being a measure of the angle of
incidence of the wave. Furthermore, the direction of arrival or back azimuth can be obtained. In order to do
so, beamforming is applied to the individual recordings, by time delaying and summing the recordings.
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Figure 3. The propagation of infrasound from the Punggye-ri Nuclear Test Site to the IMS infrasound stations, for I45RU in (a) 2013 and (c) 2016 and for I30JP in
(b) 2013 and (d) 2016. The transmission loss is shown as a function of distance and altitude at 1.0 Hz. The eigenrays that connect the source and receiver are
shown as dashed lines. The adiabatic (dashed line) and effective sound speeds (solid line) are given in separate frames, to the left of each propagation frame.
These profiles are taken at the midpoint between source and receiver. In Table 2 the exact transmission loss values are given.

Continuous infrasonic recordings are processed based on the signal coherency, with a sliding window
approach. An increase in signal coherency over the array indicates the presence of an infrasonic wave.
The Fisher ratio is a sensitive measure of the signal coherency or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [Melton and
Bailey, 1957].

Array processing results are shown for the I45RU and I30JP infrasonic recordings in 2013 and 2016 in Figure 4.
I45RU clearly detects both tropospheric (Iw) and stratospheric (Is) refractions in 2013. An intermediate return
(Iws) is also identified, which is a signal that has leaked from the troposphere to the stratosphere (see also
Figure 3). The expected arrival time, back azimuth, and apparent velocity (blue dots) from ray tracing and
the observations (red dots) are in agreement. The increase in apparent velocity as a function of time is rep-
resentative for the increase in refractions altitude. Furthermore, the celerities (horizontal distance divided by
traveltime), as given in the SNR frame, correspond to the expected values for tropospheric and stratospheric
returns [Brown et al., 2002]. Other local impulsive sources with a high SNR are visible throughout the recording.

Table 2. Transmission Loss in dB Referenced to 1 km at 1.0 Hz, for
Tropospheric (Iw) and Stratospheric (Is) Refractions

Iw Is

2013

I45RU −37.7 −47.9

I30JP −53.4 −53.4

2016

I45RU −38.1 −53.0

I30JP −50.6 −67.5

In 2016, only one arrival is potentially iden-
tified at I45RU. This arrival can be associated
with the tropospheric and both stratospheric
propagation paths (Figure 3c), considering
the observations and the modeled param-
eters. The detection is very weak, and its
identification is much dependent on the pro-
cessing parameters. In that sense, it is a rather
unstable detection that might be missed
with different settings for the bin size, over-
lap, and corner frequencies of the band-pass
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Figure 4. Results from array processing the infrasonic recording of I45RU in (a) 2013 and (c) 2016 and those for I30JP in
(b) 2013 and (d) 2016. For each array and date, a set of four frames is shown to characterize the signals. Shown are
subsequently the spectral contents, the best beam, the signals-to-noise ratio (SNR), the back azimuth (with the true back
azimuth as dashed line), and the apparent velocity, from bottom to top and as a function of time. The celerities are
given in m/s in the SNR frame. The red dots indicate events of interest which are also labeled as Iw , Iws , and Is for,
respectively, tropospheric, combined tropospheric-stratospheric, and stratospheric refractions. The blue dots follow
from three-dimensional ray tracing (in spherical coordinates) through ECMWF atmospheric specifications. The following
settings were used to obtain these results: bin size 256 samples, overlap 224 samples, second-order Butterworth filter
with two passes, and corner frequencies of 0.5 to 3.0 Hz (for I45RU 2016 1.0 to 3.0 Hz).
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filter. The local noise levels in 2016 are higher than those in 2013, as can be seen from the high spectral values
in the spectrograms, outside the times signal is present. ECMWF surface winds are 2.4 m/s in 2016 and 0.9 m/s
in 2013, which are consistent with higher noise levels.

Tropospheric returns are not observed in I30JP neither in 2013 nor in 2016. The only refractions that could be
identified is a stratospheric return in 2013. Noise levels from the spectral amplitudes seem not to differ too
much. The surface winds in 2016 are only slightly higher than those in 2013, i.e., 1.9 versus 1.6 m/s.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The underground nuclear tests conducted by the DPRK in 2013 and 2016 both generated observable atmo-
spheric infrasound. Clear signatures were obtained in the Russian Federation by IMS array I45RU and in Japan
by I30JP in 2013. At I45RU both tropospheric and stratospheric refractions were identified from the 2013 test.
In 2016, only a weak return could potentially be found at I45RU. The stratospheric refraction detected at I30JP
in 2013 was not observed in 2016.

The following explanations are postulated based on observations and modeling.

1. The 2016 stratosphere was disturbed by planetary waves interacting with the circumpolar vortex, i.e., a pos-
sible early stage SSW. Propagation of infrasound through the stratosphere was unfavorable for I30JP. This
also follows from the transmission loss modeling (see Table 2).

2. The local noise levels at I45RU due to wind were higher in 2016 than in 2013, which can obscure a clear
detection.

3. It should be noted that the detection capability of I45RU was higher in 2016 than in 2013, since one of the
microbarometers (element 2) was missing in 2013.

4. The size of the nuclear test, in terms of yield, might be somewhat smaller in 2016 (mb 4.8) than in 2013 (mb

4.9), based on IMS magnitudes. Therefore, less energy was possibly coupled into the atmosphere. However,
it should be noted that this difference in magnitudes falls within the typical range of uncertainties. Indeed,
comparable seismic moment magnitudes have been estimated for the 2013 (Mw = 4.7) and 2016 (Mw =
4.71) events [Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS), 2013, 2016], as well.

It should be noted that we have not considered scattering off small-scale structure, such as caused by
subgrid-scale gravity waves [e.g., Kulichkov et al., 2010], which could likely further enhance the stratospheric
propagation efficiency, in particular for the 2016 case.

The lack of detections of tropospheric refractions at I30JP can only be explained by the fact that the waveguide
is very thin and its continuity can be disrupted by wind and turbulence.

The fact that (1) tropospheric propagation toward I45RU was similar in 2013 and 2016 and no clear tropo-
spheric detection could be made at I45RU in 2016, (2) no clear stratospheric returns were identified at I45RU
in 2016, though possible from the transmission loss calculations, and (3) the seismic magnitudes of the 2013
and 2016 test explosions were comparable and motivate us to hypothesize that the 2016 test was at a greater
depth than the 2013 test.

Based on a preliminary analysis of relative source depths of the 2013 and 2016 explosions (Text S1), we esti-
mate that the 2016 test took place at least 1.5 times deeper than the 2013 test. Assuming a minimum source
depth of 450 m for the 2013 test, based on hydrodynamic simulation results [Rougier et al., 2011] and the 2013
yield estimate of 10 kt TNT (Table 1), this would imply that the 2016 explosion would have occurred at least
225 m deeper.

Such an explanation could indeed explain the reduced coupling of seismic energy through the lithosphere-
atmosphere interface. However, this hypothesis should be further tested to investigate the effects of differ-
ences in rock conditions as well as uncertainties in yield estimates and atmospheric structure.

Future studies, involving a more extensive observational data set and numerical modeling that accounts for
lithosphere-atmosphere coupling and varying geological conditions, will be conducted to further test this
hypothesis and to provide quantitative constraints on the source depth.

As the depth of an explosion is difficult to estimate from seismic data alone [Bowers and Selby, 2009],
infrasound may thus provide useful complementary information.
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